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Abstract—In this article we propose the usage of binary spatter
codes and distributed data representation for communicating loss
and delay sensitive data in event-driven sensor and actuator
networks. Using the proposed data representation technique
along with the medium access control protocol the mission critical
control information can be transmitted with constant delay in
deployments exposing below 0 dB signal-to-noise ratio figures.
Index Terms—Hyperdimensional computing, reliable communications, binary spatter codes, distributed representation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
This article addresses a problem of reliable communication
of information in wireless networks. We consider a special
class of event-driven networks with strict requirements on
the delay, reliability and security characteristics when being
deployed in extremely noisy radio environments. An example
of such installations could be a communication system in a
control loop of industrial automation process or a network in
the scope of an intelligent transportation system, where intime, reliable and secure delivery of data is mission- and in
many cases life-critical.
The need for replacing wired links with wireless communications in control loops of industrial automation processes
is evident. During cable installation and maintenance operations a particular process is obviously inoperable, which in
many critical applications is unacceptable. Moreover, the cost
associated with installing and maintaining the wireline infrastructure in complex deployments could be prohibitive. The
wireless alternative despite of its obvious flexibility benefits
cannot, however, provide sufficient assurances on reliability
characteristics.
In this article we explore a different to the conventional
packet-based way of representing and communicating structured data: Based on distributed (or holographic reduced)
representation of semantically bound information. While the
usage of the distributed representation is common in the
domain of cognitive and neural computing, to the best of our
knowledge this is the first attempt of using the framework
for communication of loss- and delay-sensitive information.
Using this type of information representation an entity to be
transmitted (for example, a trigger signal or a quantization
level of a sensor) is associated with a pattern of bits of
very large size (hyper-dimensional). Several items then can
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be arithmetically combined into a new pattern of the same
dimension, which is called a compositional structure or a
holographic reduced representation of a set of items. This
structure then to some extend could be viewed as an analog
of a frame to be transmitted over a wireless link. When
being represented in such a way the information becomes
extremely tolerant to losses. In fact, it is possible to restore
an information, which was distorted up to 47%.
It is important to note that here we do not argue about
replacing the traditional communication techniques and mechanisms for achieving reliability, e.g. ARQ, HARQ, coding
techniques (see [9] and references therein). Rather, the suggested approach should be seen as a useful complement to
the conventional architectures opening new capabilities for
machine-to-machine communications, which are impossible
with the current techniques. These new capabilities include
extracting new contextual information from parallel transmissions, i.e. collisions, cognitive reasoning and generalization of
sensing phenomena while assuring a constant upper bound on
the delay of delivering information in the presence of massive
errors.
Along with the adoption of the distributed representation
framework for representing loss- and delay-sensitive data we
also propose a medium access control protocol called HDMAC, which transmits the hyper-dimensional patterns between
wireless nodes. Using the proposed communication technique
the transmitted patterns will be assuredly delivered negligibly
small distortion in extremely harsh environments.
The article is structured as follows. Section II presents the
main aspects of the theory for distributed data representation
levant to the scope of the article. A node architecture is
described in Section III. The MAC protocol for transmitting
hyper dimensional structures is presented in Section IV. Section V demonstrates the illustrative performance aspects of the
proposed architecture. We discuss open issues in Section VI
before concluding the article in Section VII.
II. D ISTRIBUTED REPRESENTATION OF A COMPOSITIONAL
STRUCTURE : THE CASE OF COMMUNICATIONS
Distributed representations of data structures is an approach
actively used in the area of cognitive computing for representing and reasoning upon semantically bound information
[5]. While in conventional computing architectures the entities
are presented by single units (e.g. a field ”Name” in relation
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databases has a predefined offset amongst other fields and
name ”John” has a unique representation in ASCII codes), in
distributed representation all entities are represented by random patterns of bin values in vectors of very high dimension.
The patterns are used to represent roles (using an analogy
with a structure, a role could be seen as a field name) and fillers
(i.e. the particular value assigned to the field in the structure).
Moreover, one may perform mathematical operations on the
patterns for binding different entities (i.e. binding a role to
a filler) and composing complex structures of entities by
superposing a set of bound entities. As the result of these
mathematical operations new patterns appear. Representing an
entity by a high-dimensional vector is redundant, thus the
represented information becomes extremely tolerant to the
introduced noise. That is the information about the entity
could be restored even from a substantially distorted pattern.
Exactly this property (formally described below) motivated the
approach presented in this article.
The framework of distributed representations allows then to
quantitatively characterize the degree of relation (or in other
words similarity) between different patterns. There are few
methods for creating patterns and the ways of performing
algebraic operations on them. In this work we use binary
spatter codes (BSC) introduced and developed by Kanerva
in [3], [4] and the holographic reduced representation (HRR)
technique [7], [8].
So far the approach presented in this article has its foundation in a subset the the referred above framework, which
concerns: a.) Representation of data by noise-tolerant patterns;
b.) Storing and retrieving the information inside a computing
node; and c.) Composition and decomposition of data structures. In the sections to follow we elaborate each aspect in
greater details mapping the theory to the case of communications. We also demonstrate how the presented approach opens
new opportunities for wireless sensor networks based on the
cognitive capabilities of the distributed representation.
A. Representation of data by noise-tolerant patterns
In 1988 Kanerva [2] suggested to use random vectors of
high dimensionality (further on referred as hyper-dimensional
random vectors or simply HD-vectors) for representation of
information and expression of semantic relations between the
represented entities.
Randomness here means that the values on each position
of an HD-vector are i.i.d. drawn from the normal distribution
with mean 0 and variance 1/n, where n is the dimension of
the vector. In simple words, generating the vectors’ bins in
such a way, the number of “1” components is equal to the
number of “0” components.
High dimensionality in theory of distributed representations
means several thousand of binary positions for representing a
single entity. On this dimensionalities the representation space
(i.e. the number of unique entities that could be represented
by such vectors1 has several remarkable properties apart from
its truly enormous size.
1 In the traditional (current) computing architectures which represent information in 32- or 64-bits binary vectors, the representation space is 232 and
264 correspondingly.
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Firstly, on very high dimensions, i.e. in the order of several
thousand, the distances from any arbitrary chosen HD-vector
(in other words point in hyper dimensional space) to other
vectors are concentrated around half the unit distance in a
hyper dimensional cube. The distances in binary representation
are best represented by the Hamming metric, which measures
the number of positions in two compared
vectors in which
�n−1
they are different : ∆H (A, B) = i=0 ai ⊗ bi , where ai , bi
are bits on positions i in vectors A and B of dimension n and
⊗ denotes the bit-wise XOR operation.
Having that distances to a randomly drawn point follows
binomial distribution the portion ρ of the representation space
N = 2n located at distances up to d is
� � � �
� �
n
n
n
+
+ ... +
0
1
d
ρ=
.
(1)
2n
Computing then the portion of the space for different
distances d one comes across a remarkable property of hyperdimensional spaces, which is best illustrated when projecting
distances from a given vertex of a n-ary unit hyper cube
on a 3D sphere with a unit radius. Figure 1 demonstrates
this property for the case of 10000-ary representation space.
Naturally very few (with respect to the size of the entire
representation space) orthogonal vectors with ∆H = 1 would
located on the surface of the outer 1u sphere. Somewhat
surprisingly most of the space will be concentrated on a thin
surface with radius 0.5u±0.03. Only 10−9 of the space would
be closer to a randomly selected point than 0.47u with the
same fraction of the space being farther from the same point
than 0.53u.

Fig. 1. Visualization of the distribution of Hamming distances with respect
to a given point in 10000-ary representation space.

These properties of the hyper dimensional space mean that
that picking at random two vectors different in (50 − δ)% of
positions has a negligibly small probability. Rather the theory
of hyper dimensional computing tells that such vectors are
related (or similar).
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1) Properties of selected arithmetic operations in the hyper
space: In the scope of this article two arithmetic operations are
of particular importance, these are addition and multiplication
of HD-vectors. While those operations could be implemented
in different ways in this articles we use bit-wise XOR, further
denoted as ⊗, as a multiplication operator and bit-wise OR,
further denoted as ⊕, for addition. Note, that in [2] another
implementation of addition by using the majority function
is used. We use the OR sum due to the specifics of the
application of the binary spatter codes in the context of
wireless communications as well as its smaller computation
complexity. We discuss the implications of using the bit-wise
OR implementation of addition below.
The important properties of XOR operation are
• multiplication is invertible, i.e. if C = A ⊗ B then C ⊗
A = B;
• multiplication distributes over addition, i.e. C⊗(A⊕B) =
C ⊕ A ⊗ C ⊕ B;
• multiplication preserves distance;
• product is dissimilar to the vectors being multiplied.
The last two properties are specific for random HD-vectors,
in simple words they mean that the result of the multiplication
is another random vector .
The relevant to the further discussion properties of the OR
operation are
• The result is not a random vector, i.e. the number of “1”
components is larger than that of “0” components;
• The result is similar to all vectors included in the sum.
In order to demonstrate the first property of the “OR”
operation consider the following reasoning. The probability of
“1” component on an arbitrary position in the OR-sum of two
random vectors is P1 = P01 + P10 + P11 = 3 · 0.52 = 0.75. In
the case of OR’ing three random vector the probability of “1”
becomes P1 = P100 +P010 +P001 +P111 +P110 +P101 +P011 =
7/8 = 0.875. In general for an OR-sum of n random vectors
n
P1 = 2 2−1
n . This reasoning means that the operation of
addition implemented by the bit-wise OR operation increases
the probabilities of 1 in the resultant vector. Expressing this
observation in terms of Hamming distance between a given
vector A1 of dimension N and the vector (of the same
dimension) obtained as the result of the OR sum of n vectors
A1 , A2 . . . An is
2n − 1 1
− )·N
2n
2
(2)
2n − 1 − 2n−1
2n−1 − 1
=(
)
·
N
=
·
N.
2n
2n
Figure 2 illustrates the increase of Hamming distance depending on the number of HD vectors included in the OR sum.
It is easy to see that OR operation places severe restrictions on
the number of components which included in the sum while
preserving the unsimilarity of the result.
In connection to the last observation it is important to highlight for further use the following property, which explained
by the properties of the XOR multiplication stated above.
Property 1. Noise reduction in the OR-sum: The result
of XORing the OR-sum with a random HD vector produces
DH (A1 , A1 ⊕ A2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ An ) =(

3

Fig. 2. The effect of bit-wise OR addition on the Hamming distance from
an arbitrary vector included in the OR-sum. The curve also coincides with
the one plotted as the result of collision analysis in SectionV.

another random vector with equiprobable distribution of “1”
and “0” components.
B. Storing and retrieving the information: Autoassociative
item memory
In HD-computing an HD-vector is given a meaning when
it is associated with an entity, which it represents. Entities in
our communication architecture are different roles and their
filings. Examples of roles are “Destination”, “Source”, or
“Level of a temperature sensor”. Examples of fillings in our
case are identifiers for nodes, broadcast address, and a specific
quantization level of the temperature sensor.
The mapping between entities and HD vectors are stored in
an item memory as illustrated in Figure 3. The item memory
is autoassociative, that is it is addressed by the stored item
itself. The job of the item memory is to find an associated
clean version of HD vector given its noisy value as an input.
The clean version is found by performing a nearest neighbor
search with an objective to minimize the (Hamming) distance
between the input vector and the version stored in the item
memory.

Fig. 3.

Illustration of an autoassociative item memory.

C. Composition and decomposition of data structures
We are now ready to present the procedures for constructing a compositional structure. Representing a compositional
structure (i.e. composing a packet out of multiple fields with
assigned values) in a distributed way involves two operations:
binding of patterns (i.e. associating roles with fillers) and
superposition of patterns (i.e. representing sets of bound
patterns). In this article for superposition of patterns a bitwise OR is used. For binding of patterns we will use bitwise
XOR operation.
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Thus, following the line of reasoning in [5] a compositional
structure is defined as in (3).
S = F1 ⊗ V 1 ⊕ F 2 ⊗ V 2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Fn ⊗ V n .

(3)

Reflecting to the case of our communication approach Fi
are the semantic roles for grouping the information and Vi are
the role fillers (see corresponding examples in the previous
subsection).
The number of role filler pairs which can be superimposed
inside the compositional structure depends on the requirements
of the application and is constrained by the noise-inducing
properties of OR operation.
1) Application imposed complexity of the compositional
structure and relaxation the OR-sum restrictions: The complexity of the compositional structure depends prior to all on
the requirements of the deployment scenario and ranges from a
structure containing a single role-filler bound pair to a structure
containing as many pairs as permitted to the restrictions
imposed by the superposition operation. In form (3), when
the superposition is implemented by the OR operation, adding
one new pair lead to the increase of noise in the resulting
structure.
As Figure 2 suggests with OR-implementation of addition
the compositional structure in the presented above form may
accommodate only two or three role-filler pairs. Although
these characteristics may seem rather restrictive, even these
small structure could be used in variety of applications. We
discuss the most illustrative of them in Section VI.
There are, however, ways of increasing the size of the
compositional structure. Firstly, instead of the bit-wise OR
implementation of the superposition the addition can be implemented by a bit-wise majority function as is the case in the
original Kanerva’s scheme. In the majority function a vector’s
position is set to “1” only if there was the majority of “1’s” in
this position in all vectors included in the sum. By changing
the implementation of the superposition in this way the number
of combined role-filler pairs could be increased dramatically.
This, however, comes at the cost of increased computation
complexity.
In this article we will use the Property 1 above for constructing large compositional data structures. Firstly, we introduce
randomization factor u in order to reduce the “noise” of “1”
components introduced by the OR-sum before transmitting
the HD-vector over the wireless channel. Then for simple
compositional structures, including up to three role-filler pairs
we have:
S = u ⊗ (F1 ⊗ V1 ⊕ F2 ⊗ V2 ⊕ F3 ).

(4)

Using Property 1 we also propose a way for constructing
more complex compositional structures using OR implementation of the superposition. Figure 4 demonstrates a principle for
constructing a multilayer noise-free compositional structure.
In this scheme the role-filler pairs are grouped in groups of
two. Each group then is associated with its own randomization
vector. The procedure is repeated until the entire compositional
structure collapses to only one OR operations, which is finally
“closed” by the outer randomization HD-vector u. Figure 5

Fig. 4. Hierarchichal composition of large structure using noise-damping
randomization factors.

Fig. 5.

Noise domains in the hierarchical compositional structure.

also demonstrates the noise damping principle of the encoding
scheme with respect to a particular role-filler pair.
It remains to be said that the noise-damping HD-vectors
are system parameters, which must be known by all nodes
participating in the HD communication. HD-vectors encoding
the roles are also system parameters, which obviously should
be per-configured in all the nodes.
2) Extraction of information from the compositional structure: The extraction of information out of compositional
structures is the revers to the encoding process. Namely, it
consists of two phases: de-randomization and search in the
autoassociative item memory. The de-randomization is implemented by subsequent XORing with appropriate noise-damper
HD-vectors until the level of individual role-filler pairs is
reached. On this last layer a particular filler vector is extracted
by XORing with the corresponding binding role HD-vector.
Note that the extracted in this way vector-filler contains noise
introduced by the OR operation with the neighbor binding,
this noise, however, is sufficiently small for the item memory
to be able to associate the noisy version of the filler with the
stored clean one.
For better clarity, here we present an example of decoding
of a simple compositional structure in the context of computer
communications. Suppose the following compositional structure is used in a sample network: S = Fdst ∗ Vd + Fevent ∗ Ve .
Here Fdst and Fevent are roles “Destination ID” and “Event
kind” correspondingly with Vd and Ve being their corresponding possible fillers. Obviously, nodes participating in
the application construct own structures S independently from
each other. As presented above the sending node randomizes
S before transmission using randomization pattern u: SR =
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u ⊗ (Fdst ⊗ Vd ⊕ Fevent ⊗ Ve ). Suppose now an arbitrary node
in the network receives pattern SR and wants to test whether
this structure is intended for it or should be dropped. The node
therefore performed the following computations:
1) XOR SR with randomization factor u to retrieve a
(possibly noisy due to transmission errors) copy of the
original data structure S: S � = u⊗SR = u⊗u⊗(Fdst ⊗
Vd ⊕Fevent ⊗Ve ) = Fdst ⊗Vd ⊕Fevent ⊗Ve ⊕N OISE.
2) XOR with HD-vector representing role “Destination ID”
in order to retrieve its filling: VD� = S � ⊗ Fdst = Vd +
N OISE
3) Pass noisy vector VD� to the item memory for finding
out whether it is similar to the HD-vector representing node’s own ID by comparing Hamming distance
between VD� and VOwnID with the predefined threshold.
III. HD- NODE ARCHITECTURE
Figure 6 illustrates the HD-node architecture. The network,
transport (if any2 ) and application level functionality remains
unchanged. The HD approach presented above requires however a new adaptation layer, which is responsible for: a) the
hyper dimensional representation of the semantic constructs
and the values specific to a particular deployment; and b) the
transmission and reception of the HD-represented information.

Fig. 6.

Architecture of HD-node.

The first functional block implements the item memory
as described above. It is populated with the entries at the
pre-deployment and the bootstrap phases, which we do not
elaborate further in this paper and report elsewhere. For
further discussion we, therefore, assume that all nodes have
a consistent state of the item memory. The memory performs
a bidirectional mapping between meanings and the associated
HD vectors as well as implements the nearest neighbor search
of the clean HD vectors given a pattern received by the MAC
layer.
The second block interfaces the HD-processor with
the MAC layer described below. This block contains a
2 In wireless sensor networks the functionality is not rigorously defined and
an application, for example, may implement primitives of both transport and
the network layers.
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reader/writer of the receive buffer located at the MAC layer.
While the protocol description is presented in the next section,
we present the properties of the receive buffer here. The size
of the receive buffer is equal to the dimensionality of the HD
vector in bits. Therefore, if one choose to operate with vectors
of dimension 1000 or even 10000 the needed buffer size is 125
bytes and 1.2kB correspondingly.
The receive buffer starts to be filled in by MAC layer as
soon as the activity in the radio channel is detected. The rules
for filling the receive buffer is described below in section
presenting MAC protocol. The event (in the sense of event
driven operating systems, like TinyOS) of start the filling
process initiates the vector analysis function, which drowns
every complete N-positions chunk of the hyper vector and
passes it to the item memory.
In the case the item memory block could match the received
chunk of the HD vector to one or more of the clean versions, it
triggers the processing at a layer above. This upper layer in its
turn may interrupt the reception process and take applicationspecific actions.
IV. M EDIUM ACCESS CONTROL PROTOCOL FOR
TRANSMISSION OF HD STRUCTURES
The medium access control technique for transmitting the
hyperdimensional data structures is a duty-cycled slotted
Aloha. The time is synchronized for all nodes participating
in the protocol and all nodes have the same notion of the time
origin. The nodes may start the transmission at any time as
soon as the data to transmit is ready. The transmission starts
at the beginning of the coming time slot without performing
the clear channel assessment procedure.
The uniqueness of the HDMAC is in the way how an HDstructure is mapped onto the slotted time. In our protocol
we are not only dividing the time line into slots we also
enumerate them modulo the dimension of the HD-vector. We
then transmit the HD-structure serially. That is a value of “1”
on position i in the resulting HD vector means the presence
of transmission in time slot i, while the zero-position means
absence of the transmission in the corresponding slot. This is
illustrated in Figure 9.
A. HDMAC: Hardware considerations
As outlined above, the transmission during a particular time
slot bears information only about one bit of the HD-structure.
This means that the exact binary value received by HDMAC
from the physical layer does not matter, it should only be
able to detect an absence of a presence of the activity in the
radio channel. Moreover, for the purposes described below,
the protocol should be able to positively identify collided
transmissions as an activity in the channel. In order to achieve
this functionality a flexible physical layer hardware is required.
In particular the hardware must allow the following:
1) Exposing an API for reporting the state of bit-level
erasure in the channel.
2) Adjusting the minimum size of transmitting data units
The first requirement means that the radio transceiver must
not hide the event of not being able to de-modulate the signal
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Fig. 7.

Operations of HDMAC: enumerated slots.

in the presence of energy in the channel, which is a typical
case for collisions. This feature is feasible to either implement
natively in a software define radio (SDR) transceivers or
emulate in one of the out-of-the-shelf platforms.
The second requirement affects the duration of a single
time slot. For example, if the proposed protocol is to be
implemented on AT86RF212 transceiver from Atmel 3 ) with
an embedded acceleration of the IEEE802.15.4 MAC , the
smallest unit to be transmitted is 48 bits, including 32 bits
preamble, 8 bits Start Frame Dellimiter and another 8 bits for
the PHY layer header.
On the other hand, standard-neutral platforms as for example a so called byte-radio transceiver ADF7020 from Analog
Devices4 ) allows sending only 8 bits in addition to the PHY
layer preamble.
A smaller granularity can be natively implemented on
SDR-based platforms. We, however, do not further elaborate
practical aspects as they expose mainly engineering challenges
with several existing solutions.
For demonstration purposes in the following sections we
assume BPSK modulation at the physical layer and that the
slot length of 40 bits as would be the case with a byteradio transceiver. We also assume that HDMAC interprets the
content of a slot as ”1 following the majority rule, i.e if the
physical layer could either successfully decode or determine
an erasure of more than 50% of the bit positions transmitted
in the slot.
B. HDMAC: Main operations
In the domain of wireless sensor networks it is commonly
understood that a structure of a communication protocol
should be adjusted to the specifics of the particular application
and the installation site. We, therefore, present the operations
of HDMAC in general form allowing application-specific
3 AT86RF212 data sheet. Online. Available:http://www.atmel.com/Images/
doc8168.pdf
4 ADF7020 data sheet. Online. Available:http://www.analog.com/static/
imported-files/data sheets/ADF7020.pdf
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adjustment of its parameters. In this section we presents
HDMAC’s operations at the sender and the receiver sides. It is
important to note that in this article we do not suggest any specific configuration and rather presenting possible engineering
choices.
Figure 8 demonstrates the main operating mode of the
proposed MAC protocol. Overall, HDMAC implements a
duty-cycled slotted Aloha. The following tunable parameters
are defined:
• Tslot is the duration of a single slot.
• Tsleep is the time when the transmitter is not active.
• Dp is the minimum size of a part of an HD-vector which
a receiver may perform the decoding operation.
• DH is the dimension of the HD patterns used to represent compositional structures. The slots are enumerated
modulo this number.
The slot time Tslot is a hardware and implementation
specific parameter as reasoned in the previous section.
The sleep time parameter is application and deployment
specific. It is intended to allow enabling duty cycling operation in the presence of intermittently connected receivers
or in deployments with large number of foreseen parallel
transmissions of heterogeneous compositional structures. The
minimum value for this parameter is zero. In this case the
transmitter sends the entire HD pattern of size DH without
interruptions. The value of zero is envisioned for scenarios
where the receiver (base station) is connected to an external
source of energy or in general has a large energy budget.
As we presented in Section III the receiver may attempt
decoding the HD-vector by looking only at a smaller part of
it. Therefore parameter DP is application specific and is set
together with the Tsleep parameter depending on the needed
accuracy of the autoassociation.

Fig. 8.

Main operation of HDMAC.

C. Collisions in HDMAC
While in traditional architectures the presence of simultaneous transmissions lead to a collision, i.e. the erasure of all
frames involved in the collisions, in the proposed architecture
this is not the case. In HDMAC the information is recovered
from the channel through a physical layer API reporting the
state of erasure as described above. The HDMAC protocol
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interprets the state of erasure in a particular time slot as ”1
component on the corresponding position in the received HDvector. In this way the resulting receive vector contains ORsum of vectors involved in the collision. This behavior is crucial for the successful operation of proposed communication
approach. Using the traditional bit-by-bit decoding technique
the erasure of the parallel transmissions would be interpreted
in the receive HD-vector as bit-wise XOR, which as explained
above creates a random non-interpretable HD-vector.

7

CRX = u ⊗ (F1 ⊗ V11 ⊕ F2 ⊗ V12 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Fn ⊗ V1n ) ⊕
u ⊗ (F1 ⊗ V21 ⊕ F2 ⊗ V22 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Fn ⊗ V2n ) ⊕
... ⊕

u ⊗ (F1 ⊗ Vm1 ⊕ F2 ⊗ Vm2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Fn ⊗ Vmn ) =

= u ⊗ (F1 ⊗ (V11 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Vm1 ) ⊕ . . . ⊕
Fn ⊗ (V1n ⊕ . . . ⊕ Vmn )),

where V i j is the j’th filler of i’th role. Now the following
situations are possible: a.) All fillers Vji are the same; and b.)
All or a part of or all fillers Vji are different. The first case,
appears when exactly the same vector is re-broadcasted by
other nodes without modifications. In this case the OR-sum of
all fillers equals the the HD-vector of the original filler. The
second case will lead to the appearance of HD-vectors similar
to all fillers included in the sum. An illustrative use-cases for
these two cases are described in Section VI.
V. P ERFORMANCE PROPERTIES OF HDMAC
Fig. 9.

Caption

1) The mathematics of collisions: As stated above, the
result of the simultaneous transmission will be interpreted by
the receiver as the OR-sum of the involved in the collision
vectors. More formally, for m involved in the collisions vectors
CRX = C1 ⊕ C2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Cm . Depending on the exact structure
of the involved in the collision vectors the following cases are
possible:
1) Some part of or all vectors Ci contain compositional
structures with different set of role-filler pairs;
2) All vectors Ci contain the same compositional structure
of role-filler pairs.
The first case of collision is very unfortunate and rather unnatural from a system design point of view. Making an analogy
to the packet switched networks this situation would mean that
a part or all nodes use their own incompatible with the others
formats of MAC, IP and TCP headers. For a receiver, which
understands only one particular format receiving incompatible
frames would only unnecessary consume radio and computing
resources. In the case of HD-communications when colliding
the incompatible compositional structures lead to the increase
of the “1” components in the received vector introducing the
errors when retrieving items from the autoassociative memory.
This situation should and, moreover, must be avoided by the
system designer making all nodes in the particular network
communicate compositional structures containing the same
sequence of role-filler pairs. Having the same set of role-filler
pairs in the compositional structure is analogous to agreeing
on the common format of the packet headers in the packet
switching networks. When the system is designed according
to this principle, only collisions of type two may occur in the
system.
Let a common compositional structure is given in form (3)
then as the result of receiving simultaneously transmitted HDvectors from different nodes we have:

Benchmarking the performance of the proposed technique to
the performance of the traditional communication protocols is
not trivial. Firstly, the difficulties come from the fundamental
differences in the representation of information and operations
on HD data. There is, for example, no simple way to define
the throughput metric in conventional terms, since it only
makes sense when representing scalar values as in the case
of traditional computing schemes. In this work we, however,
do not discuss the topic of throughput definition further, since
our optimization objective is reliability of information transfer
subject to minimizing the delay and maximizing the energy
efficiency.
A. Reliability of HDMAC
The reliability of HDMAC is the probability of finding
the correct HD-vector in the autoassociative item memory
given the received vector depends on the number of errors
introduced to the received vector during transmission. The
errors during transmission are introduced by either external
electromagnetic interferers or as the result of overlapping with
parallel transmissions from other nodes, i.e. collisions.
Recall that when deciding on the value received in a particular slot, HDMAC follows the majority rule on the number
of successfully demodulated bits and those detected as erased
by the physical layer. Assuming l bits long slots an expected
number of correctly demodulated bits is ldemodulated = l ·
(1 − BER(SN R)). For most of the practical values of SNR
even in highly noisy environments BER is well below 0.5
(in the case of BPSK modulation). This means that in the
case of single transmission the slot error rate is close to zero.
Therefore, the errors during transmission will mainly come
during several concurrent transmissions, i.e. collisions. In this
case it is possible that none of the transmitted in one slot bits
could be demodulated by the physical layer. The slot error rate
in this case depends on the accuracy of the erasure detection
mechanism, which is outlined above. The characterization of
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the erasure detection at the physical layer, requires additional
studies and falls outside the scope for this article. For the
sake of further discussion we conservatively assume that this
mechanism introduce up to 50 − δ% errors.
1) The effect simultaneous HD-vector transmissions on
reliability of HDMAC: The effect from simultaneous transmission of several HD-vectors is modeled easily taking into
account that only ”0 components are subject for collision
since according to the protocol’s specification simultaneous
transmission of the ”1 components will be correctly interpreted
by the receiver as ”1. The appearance of extra ”1’s instead of
”0’s, however, may lead to errors in fetching the items in the
autoassociative memory. For m nodes in the communication
range of a receiver this situation happens when in a slot where
a ”0 component is expected at least one of m nodes transmits
”1 component, that is perr = 1 − p(0)m . Figure 2 shows
the resulting dependency. Not surprisingly the curve coincides
with the one obtained by the analysis of OR-sum effect on
the hamming distance between the involved vectors. Note,
however, that this is the worst case behavior of the proposed
architecture, which would appear as a result of the erroneous
design of compositional data structures by the system developer. This situation, however, could and must be avoided at the
design stage by properly constructing the data structures and
identifying semantics of simultaneous transmissions as further
elaborated in Section VI below.
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Fig. 10. Delay properties of HDMAC compared to the traditional packet
based random access MAC with and without enabled forward error correction
for different values of the frame size.

reliability assurances within constant delay bounds even in
extremely noisy environments. This, obviously, comes at the
cost of unnecessary high redundancy in environments with low
noise levels. In the following section we discuss the issues
associated with selection of lower dimensions for HD-vectors
used in the system.
VI. I LLUSTRATIVE FEATURES OF THE HDMAC AND
DISCUSSION

In this section we present illustrative features of the proposed architecture and discuss essential open questions, which
require more research efforts.
A. Security considerations

B. Delay
We define the delay metric as the time it takes to deliver an
information with 99% probability. In the proposed HDMAC
architecture the the value of vector’s component transmitted in
a particular slot is determined by the majority rule as described
above. This implies the reception of HD-vectors with error
rates substantially below the ”similarity-unsimilarity” threshold even in extremely noisy environments.
In this case for all SNR values higher than the foreseen
worst case, the delay is determined only by the chosen
dimension of HD vectors. This is in contrast to the traditional
packet based communication approach where, the probability
of loosing a packet increases with the increase of SNR for
a given modulation technique, which lead to an exponential
increase in the number of retransmissions needed to achieve
99% delivery probability. Figure 10 demonstrates the delay
properties of our approach compared to the traditional way of
packet based transmission. The figure displays the results of
MATLAB simulations of our and the traditional packet based
random access approaches when using BPSK modulation on
the physical layer.
The benefits of the suggested approach comes clear when
superimposing all the performance characteristics presented in
this section. Although in normal operating environments (i.e.
with SN Rmax ≥ +3.5dB) the traditional packet switching
communication system would be sufficient to achieve the 99%
reliability within predictably low delay bounds, in highly noisy
environments, the delay for achieving the same and even lower
reliability characteristics is not predictable. The communication system proposed in this article, on the other hand provides

In the envisioned application domain for the proposed
architecture security of communications is of the same importance as reliability and timing. The proposed architecture
implements encryption in the most native way. Suppose that
randomization factor u is distributed in a secure way between
all nodes at the bootstrap phase. Suppose also that nodes
generate new version of u periodically and synchronously
with a period equals to the duration of transmission of the
entire HD-vector. In this way the scheme implements Vernam
encryption also known as one-time pad. One can also think
of a possibility of establishing pair-wise u patterns, which
are valid between selected pair of nodes. The performance
of the periodic generation of u as well as the effect of pairwise encryption on the noise-tolerance properties should be
thoroughly investigated.
B. Towards cognitive networking
Here the cognitive component comes from the way how
the receiver logically treats the OR’ed fillers. In order to give
an intuition behind a possible cognitive functionality consider
the case of outlier detection depicted in Figure 11. In this
example three nodes simultaneously transmit an event of fire
by. Suppose sensors are configured to report quantized temperature level indicator, that is assuming a 10-levels temperature
grading, level 1 means the lowest temperature and level 10 the
highest. Assume also that in this deployment compositional
structure CT emp = FSrc ⊗ VnodesID ⊕ FT empIndicator ⊗
VT empLevel is used. In this structure FSrc and FT empIndicator
are the HD vectors representing the roles ”Source address” and
”Temperature indicator” correspondingly. HD-vectors-fillers
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VnodesID and VT empLevel represent the particular values for
the temperature levels and nodes’ addresses correspondingly.
Figure 11 shows the formal description of the vector at the receiver when all nodes transmit the signal simultaneously. This
example demonstrates one important feature of the suggested
approach. While in the conventional packet based architectures
this situation would lead to loss of all involved in the collision
transmissions, in the proposed architecture the receiver node
not only will receive all three, but also after one transmission
round may conclude that a certain temperature level is reported
by more than one node.
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The compositional structure for this type of applications can
be as simple as C = u⊗(F ⊗V ) where F is an HD vector representing role “Signal” and V is a filler representing the signal.
Assume also that the system functions in the duty-cycled mode
to allow intermediate receivers to be intermittently active. As
described above the receiving node may decode the sequence
after reception of only a part of the transmitted HD vector.
In HDMAC we allow a node to begin new transmission even
when the current transmission is still ongoing. Since the retransmission of the same HD vector will start from the position
equals to the current slot count, the old transmission(s) and the
new one will completely coincide. Formally,
the combined in
�N
the air vector will be : Ccombined = i=1 Ci = C, where N
is the number of nodes retransmitting the signal and sum is
the bitwise OR of the retransmitted vectors.
Since the result of simultaneous retransmission the vectors
do not disappear, as it would be the case if the signals would be
transmitted in packets, the signal advance towards new nodes
with every retransmission.
D. How large is “hyper”?

Fig. 11. An example of extracting new knowledge from ”collisions. Here
several parallel transmissions would allow deciding on possible false positives
in the reported sensor readings.

C. MAC layer reliable broadcast based on Amplify-andForward relaying
Consider now another example of a network where a trigger
event or a warning signal needs to be propagated over several
hops reliably. Car-2-car communications would be a typical
scenario experiencing such traffic flows. One of the typical
scenarios considered in the scope of C2C communication is
relaying of the warning event by passing by cooperating vehicles. Other examples in the scope of intelligent transportation
systems include also smart roundabouts reported previously
in [6]. In this application a network of wireless sensors is
deployed directly on the road surface. Part of the nodes in
the installation are arranged into a chain topology for relaying
the activation signal from a node detecting passages of vehicles. The trigger message is than propagated multihop to the
activator nodes on the roundabout displaying a warning light
pattern signaling the drivers to slow down when approaching
the roundabout.
In both outlined above applications a message needs to
be delivered to a broadcast address both reliably and within
bounded time. Using reliable broadcast approach from the
packet switching networks would assume encoding the information using error-correcting codes and involving sophisticated retransmission strategies. Moreover, as Figure 10 suggests retransmissions do not help achieving reliability in
noisy environments. Using the presented approach, the reliable
broadcasting of the events, warnings and triggers can be
implemented in a very straightforward manner.

Traditionally, in the context of cognitive computing the considered binary spatter codes have truly large dimensionalities
- in the order of tens of thousands. This is not surprising
taking into account the distance distributions in representation
spaces of that dimensionalities. The key property here is the
concentration of the most of the representation space around
half-unit distance from an arbitrary chosen HD vector. This is
in contrast to the situation on lower dimensionalities, where
most of the space is concentrated in a wider range of distances.
Figure 12 demonstrates the distance ranges where most of
the space (i.e. N − 10−9 N ) is concentrated for dimensions
between 100 and 10000.

Fig. 12. Concentration of distances for different dimensionalities of the
HD-vectors.

The essential prerequisite for enabling cognitive derivation
of the new knowledge is a very large set of mutually unsimilar
vectors at very high dimensions. This property makes it hard
to generate similar vectors (i.e. vectors closer to the arbitrary
chosen one than the predefined threshold). This in turn makes
it possible to give semantical interpretation for similar vectors.
For the purposes of communicating signals and events in
mission critical applications presented in this article, the usage
of very high dimensionalities is not practical with respect to
the delay and energy efficiency characteristics. The proposed
way of decreasing the dimensionality is to manually choose
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the random HD sequences from the part of the representation
space at distances 0.5u ± 0.024 from a given one as is
delimited in Figure 12 by the dashed lines. In this case the
properties of the multiplication and addition operations as well
as similarity-dissimilarity thresholds are preserved. Naturally,
this way of reducing the dimensionality will place restriction
on cognitive capabilities of BSC by reducing the scope for
generalization. In many practical deployments however even
primitive cognitive capabilities similar to the one presented
above is already a great plus.
The feasibility of finding mutually unsimilar comes from the
large size of the 0.5u ± 0.024 subspace illustrated in Figure
13. The problem formulation is then similar to finding good
pseudo-noise sequences (PN sequences) as for example in [1]

Fig. 13. The 0.5u ± 0.024 subspace of representation space N for different
dimensionalities.

The choice of the particular dimension then depends on
the number of manually generated unsimilar vectors and
the number of concepts that needs to be represented in the
particular deployments. HD vectors with dimensions of several
thousand will also find their applications in deployments
tolerant to relatively large delays and in the presence of
intermittently connected nodes. In this case long HD vectors
will be transmitted in portions (with non-zero sleep time
as described above) allowing for partial associating in the
intermediate nodes.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this article we presented a packet less medium access
control approach for reliable communications in extremely
noisy environments. The main motivating factor for this work
is inability of the traditional packet based communications
to provide assurances on reliable delivery. In this article we
adapted a framework of binary spatter codes and the theory of
holographic representation of structured information for transmitting loss-sensitive control information. While the proposed
architecture is not suitable for transmitting large quantities of
serialized information like files, logs, streams; it definitely has
a great potential in the domains of industrial automation and
mission critical deployments of wireless sensor and actuator
networks in general. The proposed way of adapting the theory
to the case of communications includes a medium access
control protocol which communicates the HD patterns serially. Moreover, the protocol allows extracting the information
from simultaneous transmissions from different nodes. This
operation open new possibilities, which are unavailable in
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conventional packet based transmission: cognitive networking
and MAC layer amplify-and-forward communication pattern.
The presented approach needs obviously more research in
virtually all presented domains, like optimization of in-node
processing of HD-vectors, optimization of protocol parameters
tailored to specifics of particular applications.
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